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D 1,:'l'1SII \Il-NI quickly and Invcisely the oxygen
in the bath during the steel relining process is
an important basic subject in the control of the

refining operation and in cotuprehenclittg the meelta-
nism of steel making reactions.

Although much i.mprovemeut ant progress have
been seen recently in the determination of oxygen
in steel and it has become possible to determine it
with accuracy and sonic rapidity, there has not
been any perfected satnpliti,, method to ascertain
the oxygen content ill the bath during the refining
process.

Various researches on methods of sanipliug mtoltcn
steel for oxygen analysis have been Carried out hut,
these methods can be divided into two main
groups, namely, collecting sa01Iples directly from the
furnace, and taking a spoon to removing; them from
the furnace and pouring them into a mould or the
suction methods.

The first method includes those described by
Hare, Peterson and Soler!, Kobayashi and Kiutura2,
Bassett, Dougherty and Fittercr3 in which the suction
tube was directly inserted into the bath in the
furnace. This method also includes those described
by McCtttcken and Haution', Ta,wara, Yastula and
Sato5 ; Brower and Larsen'', Girardi and Hilts,
Huff, Bails and Richards" : Gilbert and Baily9
5hirnose and Kakiuchi10 ; and the authors" in which
a covered ilronld is placed in the bath to get
samples and is the so-called bomb method. The
second method is to remove the sample from the
furnace with a spoon and to pour it into a mould,
and it is described by Borower and Larsen. Hertyt-
10x1 l'onezak113. The latter anethod also includes
one in which suction is grade directly from the
spoon'1'15. There are numerous methods as can be
noted, but each having its merits and defects it is
difficult to state which sampling method would be
most suitable. In 'f'able I is given a summary of
the advantages and clisadvalitages of the methods.

The final conclusion on the practicability and
rationality of the various sampling methods is not
possible yet at the present stage. The main
reason is that the methods are imperfect in
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principle and the extent of the imperfection can-
not even be evaluated clearly . It can also be said
that time to there being no established method to
ascertain the standard value for the purpose of
attaining the true oxygen content of the bath ill
the furnace at a desired tinge and due to other
apparent defects, it had not been possible to make
comparative studies.

It is therefore necessary to establish a sampling
method of obtaining the true amount of oxygen its
the bath and front this to perfect the most ration-
al and practical somnpting method by numerous
comparative stndie$ of simple methods. The author
conducted several experiments for this purpose and
was able to obtain an almost satisfactory result.
The nutlitle is as fcallows :

Method of vacuum sampling from bath

Of the methods of sampling front bath which
have already been published, the suction systenil, 2, 3
required complicated installation and inucl ► technical
skill, and has almost never been employed. Of
the sampling methods which are used the bomb
Inethod has the least defects in principle but there
are yet many problems that are being discussed. The
problems are

(a) The dipping of the mould of considerable size

(b)

(c)

(d)

and of low temperature into the bath causes
local boiling of the molten steel bath
around the mould and lowers the 0 content.
Air in the mould being drawn in oxidation
would increase the 0 content.
Possibility of slag being drawn ill the
mould would increase the 0 content.
Releasing gas during solidifying process would
decrease the 0 content.

(e) Consumption of mould in actual use and
the requirement of time for preparation of
sample after sampling.

Problem (a) is not a Peculiarity of the bomb
method but is a problem for all methods that dip
the sampling instruments into the furnace. To
prevent this it is required to use an instrument
as small as possible with preferably small heat
capacity and heat conduction.

It is only possible to prevent (b) by making the
sampling instrument a vacuum, and for (d) it will be
required to catch the evolved gas and conduct an
analysis separately.
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Comparison

Position of
samples being

taken

TA BLE T

of sampling methods and thei r respectire advantages and disadranfnye,c.

Sampling method

Inside of the Taking sam:)lc by dipping the nnnild
furnace directly into the bath (Al is put

into the mould beforehand).

Taking ; sar.tple by dipping suction
apparatus ( ir•eetly into bath.

Outside of the ' Taking out a sample with spoon and
furnace sucking up molten steel front the

I spoon (Al may or may not be added
bcforchand).

Taking out a sample 00i a spoon
and pouring it into it mould {Al tray
or nuty not be m d beforeliand.

Therefore the only sampling instrument that
would satisfy the condit.joms described above is
the vacuum sampling method, although it has many
practical difficulties. With this in consideration ail
improved vaeuurn saanpliug method, as described
below'. was made.

Molten steel suction tube

I'lte sampling instrument made of quartz has its
tip preparedr5 as situ vn in Fig. I and made
vacuum.. It has a marrow :seek at 6 to 7 cm from
the tip. Cold iron is placed in the upper part of it for

cooling the 10th sucked up and 50 to SO 111111 Hg of
argon gas is also sealed into it ; both prevent the
violent suction of molten iron to the tol, of the tube.

Preliminary experement of suction tube

Several preliminary experiments were conducted
with respect to the sipping of molten steel into the
suction tube, the conditions of the suction tube

Advantages and disadvantages

I. Proficiency is required ill taking, SaillpIt's.
:3. Difficult to prepare the sample afterwards.
3. SeN et•e wear of tioulds.
d. By dipping the mould into the bath the tempera-

ture drop and change in O, content of the bath
is consiclcred.

5, This sampling method is excellent. There ,gill be
an effect of air in the mould.

ti, Shows in tendeucv to decrease in l)., content caused
by ga.s released during, solid ilicattort.

Complicated equipment, difficult operation.
Theoretically very good but difficult, for daily
operation.

1.
2.

W ill be affected by oxygen in the no.
Shows it tendency to increase in ox en content
caused by reduction of sbkg N% Iten AI is added
to Spoon.

3. Due to molten steel being drawn out of furnace,
02 content ehatnge caused by temperature drop
must be considered.

1. Shows a teullena- to decrease in oxygen content
caused by gas released (luring solidification.

Srnnple in operation.

(inside pressure. advisaIiility of the presence of cool
Now etc'.) and the antonut of gas released during
solidification.

(a) E.rperin)ent procedure : The following sampling
methods were conducted at the saint' time utilising
a 35 k\'A high frequency furnace to inelt approxi-
unatcly 600 g. molten steel. The first method was
vacuums sampling method by a suction tube. The
next method was to use the saute type of sampling
tube and to suck up by using lubricator. The third
ntetltod to be explained in detail later was a

1'j J.wllllc IALV
t / !mm 04Yfrf0.

HOC f SFAC fQ . rA'
SMA11 AMOUNT Or

Su/11 4410t1Nr CF Nj,pp
6145! /l'5f0 on*

Oxyr/N '/44IE

Fig. 1.

Manufaccure of suction tube.
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method to pour molten steel into a mould in which
aluminium had been placed. The last method was
to pant aluininin it in the molten steel and then to
pour it into the mould.

(1) Analysis method : Equipment illustrated in Fig. 2
was used for the vacuum fusion method.

The conditions of the analysis were :
Extraction temperature 1000°C
Extracting time ... 20 inin.
Crucible blank .. 0.2 ce/20 min.
Heating temperature of crucible higher than
2.100°C.
Heating time of crucible appruxiuiately 3 his.
Advance treatment of graphite crucible with
hydrochloric acid.

(c) Experimental results : T he experimental results
are shown in Table It.

It was ascertained by the experiment that it
was difficult to fuse the powder of hard glass on
the tip of the suction tube in the same condition
but if the temperature was high enough it was
melted within 10 seconds and the molten steel would
enter it. It was also ascertained that all addition
of even 1% of aluminium greatly affected the
auiount of gas that was released during solidifica-
tion and that sucked molten steel stopped at the
appropriate position and was satisfactory. Samples
were obtainable by sealing 50 to 80 inin Hg of argon
gas in the suction tube and by setting cooling iron
and a constriction.

5E

B2

(vWT.* )

Fig. 3.

Sampling for determination of oxygen in bath.

b
QUARTZ FUNNEL

MO - PLATE

No - WIRE

MO - CYL/il3DER FOR
INSULATING R4O/A7/ON

GRAPH/TE FUNNEL.

GRAPHITE CYL !HOAR.

GRAPH/ rE POWDER.

GRAPH/rE CRUC/SLE.

E
CLEAR QUAR rZ Tier.

A: FuRMAC £ .
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D : AUTOMAT/C SPREA/GEL Poe,-,

E : ORSAr APPAR.IT0J.
f/ f2 . ROTARY P1/MP.

Fig. 2.
Schematic diagram of the vacuum fusion apparatus.

Based on the results from the experiment the
following sampling instrument, for molten steel and

procedure was set up.

Sampling instrument

'l'lie suction. tube made by the method described
previously wit-, placed in a quartz tube of considerable
size for protection purpose with it. wooden or copper
cap over the suction tube as shown in Fig. 3 and

HOLE 5m.+ Ora
rN/CKN£3f 2m OPAQ c

AI/4R72 7V41£

A-8; PosirtcN 7o BE
BROktfN Af7£R-
JAMPL bVC .
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TABLE. I I

Yrcdiniin(try e.rJll rirlo n t r(.sltlt.s

Molten Time of Gas relcastU Irv
bample Steel dipping Value of Oxygen determined % the ttmc of molten Components of

No. tempe- suction tube steel solidifies Molter.
rature A B C 0 in B method
(°C) (sec) C Si Mn

1 1580 - 0.017 0.016 - - 0.0001 - - -
2 3.5 0.014 0.016 - - 0.0002 - - -
3 1550 4-9 0.016 0.014 0.0002 - - -
4 2.3 0.016 0.013 - - 0.0001 0.09 0.08 0.37
5 1500 5.0 0.009 0.009 - - 0.0001 - - -
6 18.1 0.008 0.000 - - 0.0003 - - -
7 1550 2.8 0.007 0.0011 - - - - -
8 10-5 0.007 0.006 0.008 0.006 0.01 0.30 0.66
9 1580 15.6 0.018 0.017 - - 0.0012 - - -

10 " 46.5 0.019 0.022 - - 0.0104 - - -
11 - 0.014 0.014 - - - - -
12 13-7 0.020 0,029 0.023 0.020 0.0010 0.20 0.04 0.12
13 5-6 0.022 0.041 - - 0.0001 - - -
14 10.3 0.017 0.018 - - 0.0002 - - -
15 4.3 0.024 0.025 0.044 0.025 0.0018 0.14 0.03 0.14
16 11 .0 U.016 O.U12 - - 0.0001 - - -
17 4.0 0.017 0.020 0.021 0.019 0.0004 0.22 0.04 0.15
18 - - - 0.030 0.033 - - -
19 2.5 0.012 0.013 - - 0.0003 - - -
20 4.0 0.024 0.020 - - 0.0003 - - -
21 2.0 0.022 0.02'2 - - 0.0007 - -
22 4.0 0.020 0.022 0.021 0.016 0.0016 0.15 0.03 0.12

A: Suction method in which a lubricator is used.

C: Casting method. ( Al in mold)

*: Computation of 02%.

Fig. 4a. This was attached tc the tip of the sittnpling
instrument wltiull was protected bv a graphite as
shown in Fig. 4. The sampling instrnttiettt can he
operated by 1 to rneu.

The purpose of the wuodt n or copper ca 1} NV as
to protect the tip of' the -:notion tube front continue!
in contact With the slag. :AIst> ill the suction tube,
there was a pure x.lurniniuni sheet of' 0-2 tuns thick-
ness, 1 rnnl width and weighing 0.05 to 0' 1 g in a
spiral shape for killing purpose.

Steel Lub;
(Ol> EpinmJ

Fig. 4.
Instrument for taking a sample for determina-

tion of oxygen in molten steel bath.

Sampling procedure

The suction tube which had been placed in the
protecting tube was attached to the satnplinri imstru-
ment and inserted into the open hearth furnace
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B: Vacuum sampling method.

Dl. Castiny method (Al in spoon).

Fig. 4o.

Sampler (or determination of the oxygen in bath.



through a sampling window. It was then inime-
diately dipped into the bath (to the depth of approx-
iutately 10 can). If after 3 to 5 seconds the
wooden c.ap should float, the position of the sampler
required to be nu)ved a little bit. After holding
the sampling instrument for 3 to 30 seconds (iii
accordance with the temperature of the bath), it
was removed from the furnace and the protecting
tube was broken by hold A and B of Fig. 3 with
chopsticks. The suction tube was removed and the
tip was immediately placed in mercury to cool.
It was held there. Later the quantity of gas
released in the suction tube was calculated and
then the suction tribe was broken to obtain the
sample inside. The satniple was lightly polished on
the surface and used as analysis sample. The
aanount of sample taken was from 5 to 15 g, tit(-
.1 verage weight being 12 g. The total quantity was
sent for analysis.

Comparison of various sampling methods in actual bath

comparative study was made of the vacuum
sampling method mentioned above, the bomb method
that is being cinloyed here and the casting method
after spooning out.

Out line of bomb method employed
and casting method after spoon out

(a) Srunpling by bomb mr-thoai : In the bomb
method sampling procedure. - a mould was used
to obtain a sample from the furnace illustrated in
Fig. 5. The wooden upper cover was threaded
firmly to the mould body with 3 mm wires. This
was attached to a Derrick and dipped at 1 metre
into the furnace from the main furnace door to
get the sample. The mould is charged with 0.5% of
pure aluminium (0.15 mm thickness, S nun -width)
in spiral shape.

(b) Casting 7nethorl: Molten steel was scooped

U

I
as

W

H000H 60

I

Fig. 6.

Mould used in casting method.

up with it spoon ( capacity approximate 2 kg) uud
after quickly removing the slag poured into it mould
shaped as in Fig. 6 while agitated aluminiun of
approximately 0'5% was being added . But as there
were possibilities of the slag being reduced and
A1.,03 becoming mixed and also of the aluminium
in the molten steel oxidising quickly with the
oxygen in the air and increasing the analytical
value when aluminium was added to the spoon. it
fixed quantity of aluminium was placed in the mould in
advance and molten steel was poured into the mould
front the spoon front which slag has been removed
as much as possible . (The first method will iw
called "method a" and the second ''method B").

(c) .S'egreyation crud comparison of samples from
Lomb -method and casting meth od : The samples front the
I)ontb method and the casting method were of consider-
able size and there were possibilities of segregation
within the samples . A study of segregation as well
as a comparison of samples taken from the basic and
acid baths at the same time was made with the
analysis samples cut out at position as shown in

7. The results of the study are shown in
'f'able III.

fun,, , w.; )

Fig. 7.

Positions of samples been
taken and their symbols.

Fig. 5.

Mould used in bomb method.

[ions the results it was deckled to accept posi-
tions No. 2 and No. :1 of Fig. 7 as analysis sam-
ples from the bomb method sample. On the sample
with legs there was some difference due to the positions
but position No. 5 was accepted to represent this
nietltod after comparing with the bomb method.

Of the two methods the casting method had the higher
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TABLE I I I

Seyreyutiuwt 'lad cuntpurisoa1 oJ' vantples tcrlven by l,c,tf / ttlllfeue1 ^ttttG • (.s itt^T titethud.

02 Content (%)

Furnace Sampling Kind of Chemical Position of sample Position of sample

type period casting No. Comp osition ° in bomb method in castint meth d

method
C Si Mn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 t

Acid open After pig
hearth addition A 1 0.27 0.07 0.09 0.017 0.014 0. 014 0.014 0 .014 0.014 O.OL6 0.017
furnace

2 0.26 0.08 0.09 0.013. 1 0.015 0.016,

3 0.25 0.09 0.09 0.013 0.012 0.013 0.013 0.015 0.016 0.016 0.013
B

4 0.25 0.10 0.09 0.014 0.015 0.019

1 0.16 0.03 0.29 0.023 0.021 0.022 0.023 0.042 0.036 0.038 0.050
Basic open After A

hearth Ferro - 2 0.15 0.02 0.31 0.026 0.035 0.029
furnace Manganese

addition 3 0.14 0.03 0.28 0.031 0.024 0.026 0.035 0.032 0.031 0.040
E

4 0.13 0.02 0.29 0.030 0.033 0.036

%::ilnc (tilt the dit t'l-dine het\w tr)'il .\ nlitflotI alld
11 nletllusi ( i t' the I;IStitl3 Illethntl .i p(iul(I not. Ile

at o e1't;Utled.

TA RLF I\'

l;.r1.,-tinn'r11 )•rrrrrrlrrr,.

Comparative experiment procedure of various
type of sampling methods

I?Npel•inu•ut llroce(ltIt'V, are ,hotl` li ill 'fable IV.
.Althonl;lt it is ideaI to take samples it the

s;(ale place and at the sable time, and to compare
the results for all ,aunplillg illetho(l,, this was
ulinost impossiltle tlctnally. During the czlleritllent
the order of' sampling niethotls w%ais is principle
started a itIi the racutun sai lplisiz method foilntled 1) N.
the hol13h niethotl, casting method and fiiiallt the suc-
tinll sleIhlod (Sucked lilt from the sauna .just prior
to heiuh po1U•ed for ensting nlethntl). .\Ithollg]l
esileatvo lll•, wi re Mail(' to take shindies fur the
4aiolls methods colitinually with the leapt lua,Sil le
time in hrttteen, it re(ltlire l some time (lul• tit the
operation Icing conducted ill front of the furnace.
But jii l rintr from the deetrhorisation condition of

the steel path at that time, the actual elringe of
oxwgeii content in the molten steel was ennsidered

tll be within analvti(ll error.
Sllotvn in `_1'a hie V is the time relation of var ious

met ho(is.
Tillie required f'4)1. \aeutlri ,ausplinIg, thritnah all the

other accoaupan'vintt treatment tta, ltithin fill seconds.
\s the time re(juir(t(1 for tie stint cult lnetho(l to get
sample is the spoon N'al, Ili(, salve a in the cast-
ing nietllo(l the a(•tllul lapse ()f' tithe was hil•prnXi-
iiatelt- 45 sccouds.

Acid open Basic open

Furnace type hearth furnace hearth furnace

Furnace ca pacit y Normal 35 too Normal IS toe

Fuel Produce Gas

Refining process Cold Charge Cold charge

Lime p rocess Usual method

Kind of steel Medium carbon steel Low carbon killed steel

Time of sam p ling Various period durin g refinin u

Number of char g e 2 I 3

Outline of various sampling methods

Vacuum method As above

Bomb method Same as above

Castin method Same as above B method

A small hole of 1 mm dia, is made on the tip of
suction tube which is identical with vacuum

Suction method. On the opposite end a rubber

tube is attached to a lubricator . Tlie tip
Suction method is dipped into molten steel with slag removed,

which has been taken with a spoon, and then
sucked up with the lubricator.
Aluminium has been plac ed in the tube before-
hard

Experiment results

Os^'^cn ant lltsis ^'alnes of sanll(Ies I'i ,ul .-arious
saulpiin^g nl (•tltnds l'i on 1)1111 ( lurc)h relining ill
the (11(11 hearth 1'111-tlace are ,1)50) 11 in 'I llIlie VI.
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TABLE V

Relation of three in curious nu -thuds (sec.)

Bomb Custing suction
Vocuum method method m,•thod mewed

Time of tube Time from Time from Ti- from Ti- From
beimy dipped uction tube suction tube suction ,be uction tube

Furnace into moire. 1.e. emoved for vacuum for vacuum for
type steel fro molten amptiny ampti.g ampiim.y

steal to it being r oved being r oved being removed
f e i • j c00:ed to the od i to the end i to the .• ,t In

mercury tomb sampling spoon sump'ing uction sampatn.•
mmethod netted etl.d

Acid open
hearth 6 . 13 20 - 40 2 . 45 30 - 45 40 - 60
furnace

Basic open
hearth 16 • 30 20 . 40 .. - 45 30 - 45 3.; . 60
farm.".

Comparison of sampling methods

The result of st•u(ty of the difl•ereuce ill analysis
values of the vacuum sampling method, as compar-
ect with the other methods from the results obtained
in Table VI is shown in 'fable VII. Oxygen analysis
values are all higher for all sampling methods avert
both types of furnaces when compared to the va.cutina
sampling metllnd. Iii the v.ac•cuui method and bomb
method in the acid open hearth furnace there was
no difference at all : other methods had apparent
differences.

As shown in Fig. S on the relation of oxygen
analysis results of samples taken by various methods
and the C content of molten steel (analysis by
bomb method sample) at that time, the oxygen
analysis value by the vacuum sampling method was
appreciably lower than many of the results obtained
in the least. It can he seen that the relation
of f'-0 was very close theoretically when consider-
ing the effects of Si and Mn being together and
the ditl'creiL('e of the temperature of the bath. A
separate report on this subject is being considered.

TABLE VII

'L'est of significance of various sainp liray ?nethucl8.

Furnace Comparison of method / Results of test
t e

vacuum method . n = 4, K= 0.0006 . Yc = 0.0015, ta. 1.28

Acid open Bomb method
Il
c+f t (0 = 8, or, = 0 . 0) no differoeee

hearth

foram.
Vacuum method o - 9, .t = 0.0082 , I e = 0.0065. 3,720
ti
Casting method to T t (6 - B. K = 0.05) dirreeenre ehesta

Vacuum method n = 8, of= 0.0126. i'e = 0.0074 f. .4'706

N
Bosse open Bomb method lad t 10 7 • m(= 0 . 05) diff re eve rot sta
heart.

funs".
Vacuum metcvd n - `+, m4 O .oI T. a'e - O.il^e,1 L o • ;. 0[:,

'1' ABLE \'I

hf/'ecl•c g rrnitd,ny B11et1f ) d.3 on oxygen fcnalySi •' IV(lu(i bath in utref hem-th furnace.

C.iemical Vacuum method Bomb Casting Suction
Fur- Sam Refining composition Weight Evolved Oxygen Sample Total method method method
nace pie period sample CO gas content Analysis Oxygen
Type No. gr cc of evolved Value Analysis value

C Si Mn CO as ° % d

1 Oring Per. 0.79 0.05 0.06 13.3 0.11 0.0006 0.0083 0.009 0.011 0.017
2 en 0.47 0.02 0.05 10.8 0.12 0.0008 0.0111 0.012 0.011 0.018

° ro 3 Liming Per. 0.23 0.05 0.06 25.5 0.021 0.038
a .°. 4 After lim per 0 .19 0.06 0.06 12.5 0.08 0.0005 0.0166 0.017 0.020 0.037

5 Reducing Per. 0.24 0.04 0.06 10.8 0.03 0.0002 0.0173 0.018 0.019 0.030
6 0.17 0.03 0.08 15.4 0.04 0.0002 0.0180 0.018 0.019 0.030
7 0.18 0.10 0.09 16.8 0.05 0.0002 0.0197 0.020 0.019 0.029
8 Before tapping D .19 0.27 0.52 9.5 0.02 0.0002 0.0159 0.016 0.017 0.020
9 Melt down 1.02 0.06 0.09 4.5 0.0059 0.007 0.029

10 " 1.15 0.16 0.21 8.5 0.0051 0.010 0.015
11 Before liminlj 0.61 0.02 0.06 7.0 0.18 0.0019 0.0137 0.016 0.016 0.018 0.012
12 Before Fe-M 0.35 0.05 0.07 9.5 0.15 0.0009 0.0132 0.014 0.013 0.018 0.012

1 Deoxidizing 0.11 0.02 0.13 9.2 0.06 0.0005 0.0385 0.039 0.060 0.053
a^ 2 Period 0.14 0.02 0 13 8.0 0.04 0.0004 0.0308 0.031 0.037 0.036

3 0.10 0.02 0.16 12.5 0.0295 0.036 0.046
t°. 4 Melt down 0 .31 tr 0.13 5.9 0.20 0.0020 0.0133 0.015 0.022 0.022

o.c:. 5 Before S.P. 0.19 0.04 0.20 6.6 0.10 0.0010 0.0214 0.022 0.041 0.028 0.032
° 6 Before Fe-Mn 0.20 0.01 0.16 9.5 0.26 0.0020 0.0165 0.019 0.023 0.039 0.028

7 Melt down 0.34 0.02 0.16 7.0 tr tr 0.0102 0.010 0.016 0.027 0.013
o u 8 Oring Per. 0.28 0.01 0.15 11.5 tr, tr 0.0138 0.014 0.018 0.019 0.027

9 Before S.P. 0.24 0.01 0.15 3,5 0.02 0.003 0.0112 0.012 0.030 0.027
10 Before Fe-Mn 0.26 0.01 0.16 7.0 0.11 0.011 0.0089 0.010 0.027 0.037 0.028
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a: I.0

Relation between analysis value of various sampling
method and carbon content.

Consideration of the results

Summarising the above results it can be said that
(a) In the case of determining the oxygen content

(b)

in the acid open heau-th fun ace the vacuum
sampling method was very closely similar
to the bomb tnethod hut apparently differed
from the casting method. The casting method
showed a higher value in general.
In the basic open hearth furnace the vacuum
sampling method had I;mwer value in comparison
with the bomb method, suction method, and cast-
ing method.

c) The amount of gas that was released during
solidification varied with the chemical components
of the molten steel, the temperature and condition
of solidilicatiotc mid it waS difficult to draw
a conclusion from the experiment results, but
it was believed that an excessive amount of gas
was released when the contents of Si and Mn
were low and the content, was about the amount
of rneditmt carbon Steel. But in most cases the
amount of gas released was within analytical
error.

From these results, the rati mability of the vacuum
method reported here was studied with the following
results.

(a) The vacuum sampling instrument was much

Smaller than the former homh method mould
and the heat capacity was extremely sinall
and besides it had very low heat conduction.
Also, after the wooden cover was removed
and the position was slightly changed there
was no fear of the temperature of the bath
changing quickly around the sampling inst.ru-
uieitt as it. was held in one position for
several seconds after being uumved. Evan

• YACUUY METHOD

BONS MErH00

o m. CASTIN (. METHOD

though the steel bath may boil locally it
will do so to all extent that can be overlooked.

(b) The fact that the vacuum method was
relatively similar to the bomb method in the
acid open hearth furnace was evidence that
the effect of air iii the mould wa.s limited.
Ill the case of the basic open hearth furnace
the fact, that the value was higher titan that
in the yaacnuni method was coresidered due to
the properties of the slat, rather than peculiarities
of the mnoltett ateel.
The viscosity of the acidic slag was relatively
high while the viscosity \\a., low in the basic and
as oxidatiort was -small in the acidic and high
in the basic, it can be considered that aluminium
was oxidising by the mixing of slag. As the bomb
method showed a ]tither value thou the vacuum
method mm hick was considered to be only
slightly affected by boiling, it became neces-
sary to re-investigate boiIii iz in the bomb method
to study whether the effect was only limited
or within an amount: that could be com-
pletely overlooked.

(c 11 The hint value in the casting method was
apparently- due to oxygen in t lie air and this
effect was completely obscured in the case
the yacumu sampling method. As gas released
darling solidification was almost entirely caught,
there was expected to be no trouble.

Conclusion

Although the sampling ]nethud for oxygen analysis of
moltcu steel in the furnace is currently the subject of
much disenssion and is not yet perfected, the vacuum
sampling method which is almost perfect and relatively
simple was invented and gave its results. It
was also considered that with some improvement
the bomb method would give true reading under
certain conditions of the molten steel.

By this method the relation of C-O in the open
hearth furnace was studied and a value closer to
equilibrium than previously attained was obtainable.
Especially during the last stage of refining, a value
almost equal to equilibrium was attained. When the
effect of Si and .llu activities of C and 0 is considered,
it is thought that the measured value will become
even closer to equilibrium value. A separate report
will be made on this subject.
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DISCUSSIONS

Mr. N. C. Baaerjee , 1\.M.L.: The vacuum fusion
apparatus is generally operated at 1,560°C for the
deterniination of oxygen in steel , in Europe and
America, and this temperature has been established
both practically and theoretically from thermo-
dynamical calculations. I would like to ask
Dr. Maekawa to comment on the reasons that
have led him to operate at 1,9003C when a lower
temperature is sufficient.

I fully endorse the author's views that the mode
of sampling is the most important factor %%-lien bath
sample is analysed. I would request the author to
let us know the method he has adopted to analyse
the gas collected in the vacuum tube during solidi-
fication of the sample.
Dr. S. Maekaua (.4utlmor) : In reply to the com-
ments made by Mr. N. G. Banerjee, it may be
mentioned that we have determined the residual
alumina on the sample by chemical methods after
it has been melted (luring the. vacuum fusion
analysis. We observed that when the vacuum
fusion analysis was operated at lower temperature
the residual alumina obtained was considerably high.

The residual alumina obtained at the different opera-
ting temperatures are shown below :

Temp. C` Residual alumina °„

1550 ... ... about 50
1600 ... ... „ 20
11,00 ... ... „ 4
1800 ... ... „ 0
1900 ... ... „ 0

From our observation it is clear that the reduc-
tion of alumina is not complete below 1, 700°C.
Though much of the previous work on the vacuum
fusion analysis has been carried out at an opera-
ting temperature below 1,650°C, the recent trend
is to operate at higher temperature. From our
experimental data and practical experience we are
convinced that better result is obtained when the
vacuum fusion is operated at 1,900°C and the ana-
lysis is more rapid at this temperature than at a
lower temperature.

The analysis of the gas, collected in the suction
tube during the solidification of the sample, has been
carried out in a Micro Orsat Gas analysis apparatus.
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